Aoife Lynch-Hughes (BMus, MA, DipLCM)
Piano/Music Theory/Drums Tutor
11 Lagmore View Road
Dunmurry
Belfast
BT17 0FR
BT17 0FR Mob: (075) 99708293
Email: aoife.l.lynch@gmail.com
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Name: !
____________________________!
Lesson Day:! ____________________________ !
Lesson Time: ____________________________
Tuition Costs:
30 Minute Lesson - £16.50!
45 Minute Lesson - £24! !
60 Minute Lesson - £31! !

!
!
!

30 Minute Diploma/Professional - £20
45 Minute Diploma/Professional - £28
60 Minute Diploma/Professions - £35

Terms and Conditions
All lessons must be paid for in advance, with the exception of the first lesson of each term
when the invoice will be given. Aoife Lynch-Hughes reserves the right to suspend tuition if
the full payment for each term has not been made within two weeks of invoicing, unless
alternative arrangement has been made.
Should a student not attend or cancel a scheduled lesson without proper notification, the
time will be counted as lost and no refund will be given. Proper notification can be given no
less than 24 hours in advance via phone call, text or email. Giving proper notification does
not guarantee that a refund will be given. Upon receiving proper notification of a students
absence or cancellation, Aoife Lynch-Hughes will offer an available time for which the
lesson can be rescheduled. If an agreement cannot be made for the rescheduled lesson,
no refund will be given.
In the event that Aoife Lynch-Hughes must cancel a scheduled lesson, she will offer
alternative time for the lesson to rescheduled. If an agreement cannot be made for the
rescheduled lesson, a credit to the following term will be given.
Any extra lessons given will be paid for on a casual basis (full cost of lesson paid at the
completion of lesson). Should the payment for one of these extra lessons not be
completed at the appointed time, all lessons will be suspended until payment has been
made.
In the case of any lessons remaining unpaid for more than six week after the initial date of
the pupils suspension, appropriate action will be taken.
Student: ________________________________________________ Date:___________
Tutor: __________________________________________________ Date:___________

